SLSCO, LTD.
TOTAL DISASTER RECOVERY SOLUTIONS
Major disaster such as Hurricane Harvey
bring enormous challenges in recovery
efforts. Effective and expedient recovery and
restoration requires a comprehensive effort
and demands distinct performance. SLS has
the capability to streamline and execute the
process along the entire timeline of recovery
from initial response to long-term recovery.
We are adept at providing clients, both
private and public, with the right type of
required services to assist in recovery. This is
based on years of experience in responding to
disasters such as Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Ike
and Sandy. Among other services provided by our wholly-owned sister companies (DRC
Emergency Services – debris management) and Callan Marine (marine construction), SLS can
provide immediate housing solutions across the spectrum of need, including on-site man camps
and modular housing, shelter in place rehabilitation services, emergency MHU developments,
home elevation, site-built rehabilitation and site-built reconstruction, as well as the emergency
restoration of operational facilities, utilities and infrastructure.
The following are advantages and resources we can provide regarding immediate on-site
emergency housing recovery services relevant to Hurricane Harvey:
 SLS is based in Galveston, with major operational bases in Houston, Southeast Texas, Central
Texas and along the entire Gulf Coast. All of our facilities are in-tact and operational.
 Over 350 pieces of operational construction vehicles and equipment located within 2 hours of
the disaster. This includes dozers, excavators, trucks, boats and other types of critical heavy
machinery. We have another 500+ pieces of equipment located within 12 or less of the
disaster.
 Over 1,000 temporary housing shelters and support assets located within 12 hours of the
disaster, including tents, modular units, MHUs, kitchen & laundry facilities, showers,
bathroom facilities, generators, light systems, etc.
 Over 250+ personnel located within 3 hours or less from the disaster. Another 200+ employees
are located within 12 hours of the disaster.
 Immediate mobilization of personnel, resources, equipment and housing units. Personnel can
begin working and assets can be deployed within 6 hours of notification.
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